In this paper, we prove that the double inequality 
Introduction
hold for all a, b >  with a = b. Recently, the bounds for certain bivariate means in terms of the power mean have been the subject of intensive research. Seiffert [] proved that the inequalities
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Jagers [] proved that the double inequality
holds for all a, b >  with a = b.
In [, ], Hästö established that
holds for all a, b >  with a = b. In [], Costin and Toader presented the result that
for all a, b >  with a = b. Chu and Long [] proved that the double inequality
The following sharp bounds for the logarithmic and identric means in terms of the power means can be found in the literature [-]: 
and he proved that the inequalities The main purpose of this article is to find the greatest value p and the least value q such that the double inequality
Lemmas
In order to prove our main results we need several lemmas, which we present in this section.
) is strictly decreasing with respect to x on (, ) if and only if
p ≥ /; () f  (x, p
) is strictly increasing with respect to x on (, ) if and only if p ≤ /.
Proof It follows from (.) that
where
is strictly decreasing with respect to x on (, ), then (.) leads to the conclusion that f  (x, p) <  for all x ∈ (, ). In particular, from (.) we have
for all x ∈ (, ). http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/401 Equation (.) and inequality (.) lead to the conclusion that
for all x ∈ (, ). Therefore, f  (x, p) is strictly decreasing with respect to x on (, ) follows from (.) and (.).
() If f  (x, p) is strictly increasing with respect to x on (, ), then (.) leads to the conclusion that f  (x, p) >  for all x ∈ (, ). In particular, we have f  ( + , p) ≥  and we assert
If p ≤ /, then inequality (.) holds again. It follows from (.) and (.) that
for all x ∈ (, ). Therefore, f  (x, p) is strictly increasing with respect to x on (, ) follows from (.) and (.).
Lemma . Let f
, then from (.) and the L'Hôpital rules we have
If p ≤ /, then (.) and Lemma .() lead to the conclusion that f  (x, p) < f  (, p) =  for all x ∈ (, ).
Lemma . Let f
Proof It follows (.) that
From (.)-(.) and (.) together with (.) we get
for all x ∈ (, ). Therefore, Lemma . follows easily from (.), (.), (.), (.), (.), and (.).
Lemma . Let f
Proof It follows from (.) that
We divide the proof into two cases.
and (.) we clearly see that
It follows from Lemma . and (.) that ∂  f  (x, p)/∂x  is strictly increasing with respect Proof Let f  (x, p) and f  (x, p) be defined by (.) and (.), respectively. Then from (.) we clearly see that
It follows from Lemma . and (.) that there exists λ  ∈ (, ) such that f  (x, p) is strictly increasing with respect to x on (, λ  ] and strictly decreasing with respect to x on [λ  , ). This in conjunction with (.) leads to the conclusion that there exists λ ∈ (, ) such that f  (x, p) <  for x ∈ (, λ) and f  (x, p) >  for x ∈ (λ, ).
Note that
Therefore, Lemma . follows from (.) and (.) together with the piecewise positive and negative of f  (x, p) on (, ). http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/401
Then the following statements are true: Proof It follows from (.) and (.) that
where f  (x, p) is defined by (.). Therefore, parts () and () follow from Lemma . and (.). Next, we prove part (). If / < p < /, then (.) leads to
From Lemma . and (.) we clearly see that there exists μ ∈ (, ) such that f  (x, p) >  for x ∈ (, μ) and f  (x, p) <  for x ∈ (μ, ).
Therefore, part () follows from (.) and the fact that f  (x, p) >  for x ∈ (, μ) and f  (x, p) <  for x ∈ (μ, ). for all x ∈ (, ). http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/401
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